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Abstract 

This article aims to look further at the creativity of university students in using technology. 
Technology is a tool that can be relied upon to assist students in working with 
assignments and other academic requirements. The study used secondary data searching 
from online literature. The literature and material were taken from books, scientific 
papers, and website material, national and international publications. The results indicate 
that the current students doing the assignments given by the lecturers cannot be separated 
from the help of technology, both in doing paper assignments and other tasks. For further 
research, it is hoped that these results will be in the form of a field at one of the 
universities in Indonesia, in a quantitative form so that there are how many percent of 
students are highly dependent on doing assignments by relying on the internet availability. 

Keywords: Creativity, Digital Innovation, Application Forms, Improving the Quality of 
Learning, and The Millennial Generation. 
 

Abstrak 
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk melihat lebih jauh tentang kreativitas mahasiswa di perguruan tinggi 
dalam menggunakan teknologi. Teknologi sebagai alat yang bisa diandalkan untuk membantu 
mahasiswa dalam mengerjakan tugas yang diberikan oleh dosen. Metode penelitian yang digunakan dari 
kajian ini adalah literatur. Literatur yang dijadikan bahan kajian diambil dari buku, jurnal nasional 
dan internasional. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa secara keseluruhan mahasiswa saat ini dalam 
mengerjakan tugas yang diberikan oleh dosen tidak terlepas dari bantuan teknologi, baik dalam 
mengerjakan tugas makalah maupun tugas-tugas lainnya. Untuk penelitian selanjutnya, diharapkan 
penelitian ini dalam bentuk lapangan di salah satu perguruan tinggi di Indonesia, dalam bentuk 
kuantitatif sehingga terdapat berapa persen mahasiswa sangat bergantung untuk mengerjakan tugas 
dengan mengandalkan internet.  

Kata Kunci: Kreativitas, Inovasi Digital, Formulir Aplikasi, Peningkatan Kualitas Pembelajaran, Dan 
Generasi Milenial. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As college graduates, students must be creative to become influential individuals, 

especially visionaries of business and government.1 Especially during the Industrial Revolution 

4.0, students must be thoughtful and attentive in utilizing advanced technological innovations 

to capture valuable new business opportunities.2 "Millennials have to dream and have reasons 

throughout their daily lives. However, assuming there is no daily development, make up for 

deficiencies, challenging work, and capacity, creativity will not materialize. "The young 

generation needs to face the Industrial Revolution 4.0". Diversity of identity and society can 

support the younger generation's Innovation and progress in building innovative businesses. 

We must take advantage of the innovative turn of events, but the creation of Indonesian content 

and goods around it must not be abandoned and improved through computerized media stages. 

McDonough and Michael Braungart3 said that careful use of imaginative environmental 

materials in the computerized era could be a source of motivation. Furthermore, industry 

players and the younger generation broaden their horizons and improve their ability to create 

good content, attract, and sell for productivity and sustainability.  

Although he does not have training and education capital, his achievements in this field 

are due to his potential energy. In addition, its prosperity is also due to the incessant airing of 

world celebrations.4 "Having an interest in film celebrations abroad is also an approach to 

promoting the methodology. "In this period of the Industrial Revolution 4.0, competition in 

innovative thinking and the dominance of computerized Innovation is one of the keys to the 

progress of a business visionary. The Indonesian state will be more valuable and dynamic by 

guarding an extraordinary imagination. The modern upheaval 4.0 times is an important second 

for Indonesia in encouraging the ability of human assets. As a result, efforts are expected to 

encourage instructive changes according to the needs of today's world of work. Industry 4.0 

urges public authorities to enable human giving. Correspondingly, we are stimulated to aim at 

fortifying our youth with Innovation and progress," Adha et al.,5 surveyed that millennials play 

 
1 Agus Mursidi dkk., “Virtual Boarding School Education Management: The Idea of Equitable Islamic 

Education Services to the Millennial Generation,” Linguistics and Culture Review 5, no. S3 (17 November 2021): 
1054–66, https://doi.org/10.21744/lingcure.v5nS3.1790. 

2 Purniadi Putra dkk., “The Relevancy on Education Release Revolution 4.0 in Islamic Basic Education 
Perspective in Indonesia (An Analysis Study of Paulo Freire’s Thought),” Test Engineering & Management 83 (2020): 
10256–63. Aslan, “Peran Pola Asuh Orangtua di Era Digital,” Jurnal Studia Insania 7, no. 1 (2019): 20–34, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.18592/jsi.v7i1.2269. Purniadi Putra dan Aslan, “Pengembangan Bahan Ajar Berbasis Imtaq 
Dan Iptek Di Era Revolusi Industri 4.0 Pada Mata Pelajaran Sains Madrasah Ibtidaiyah,” Ta`Limuna: Jurnal 
Pendidikan Islam 9, no. 1 (30 Maret 2020): 1–15, https://doi.org/10.32478/talimuna.v9i1.345.  

3 William McDonough dan Michael Braungart, “The Next Industrial Revolution*,” dalam Sustainable Solutions 
(Routledge, 2001). Sudarmo Sudarmo dkk., “The Future of Instruction Media in Indonesian Education: Systematic 
Review,” AL-ISHLAH: Jurnal Pendidikan 13, no. 2 (31 Agustus 2021): 1302–11, 
https://doi.org/10.35445/alishlah.v13i2.542. 

4 Aga Hutama Tirta dan Amelia Enrika, “Understanding the impact of reward and recognition, work life 
balance, on employee retention with job satisfaction as mediating variable on millennials in Indonesia,” Journal of 
Business and Retail Management Research 14, no. 03 (2020). 

5 Muhammad Mona Adha dkk., “Emerging volunteerism for Indonesian millennial generation: Volunteer 
participation and responsibility,” Journal of Human Behavior in the Social Environment 29, no. 4 (19 Mei 2019): 467–83, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/10911359.2018.1550459. SUDARMO dkk., “The Identification of Online Strategy 
Learning Results While Students Learn from Home During the Disruption of the COVID-19 Pandemic in 
Indonesia,” Journal of Contemporary Issues in Business and Government 27, no. 2 (8 Maret 2021): 1950–56, 
https://doi.org/10.47750/cibg.2021.27.02.205. 
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a significant role in running industry 4.0. In addition, Indonesia will participate in the reward 

period segment until 2030. 

This intends that upwards of 130 million individuals of applicable age can make a move 

to foster organizations in the computerized period. "From the experience of different nations, 

for example, China, Japan, Singapore, and Thailand, their financial development is high when 

they experience a segment reward. Accordingly, Indonesia needs to take the energy of the 

brilliant age by proceeding to construct a feeling of good faith," In request to set up Indonesia's 

millennial age to have the option to confront the modern period 4.0, the Ministry of Industry 

has worked with through a few hatcheries it needs to develop imaginative industry players. This 

is because the inventive business areas can make a massive commitment to the public economy. 

"We keep on creating inventive startup places,"  

For example, at Bandung Techno Park, the Ministry of Industry currently has several 

projects, including preparing pioneering organizations that will soon use industry 4.0, such as 

checking colossal information and the web of things.6 In addition, it provides space for 

reflection on the work that has been made. “At Bank J TRUST Indonesia Tbk, several graduates 

have become reliable and innovative industry players in their fields.7 In addition, they also work 

together to create innovative items that promote environmental intelligence, such as making 

gamelan. The focus of BCIC or TohpaTI is expected to be a valuable discussion to present 

imaginative human resources in mixed media, movements, specialties, and the arts. In front of 

600 members consisting of students, university students, and imaginative industry players, the 

Minister of Industry also underlined that computerized Innovation is a way to improve work 

efficiency. "We welcome imaginative industry activists to make the most of the offices at BCIC. 

If it is not too hassle, take advantage of the setup, collaboration space, or business hatchery 

without paying anything.8 

The Minister of Industry added that his party likewise urges the private area to construct 

computerized period startup brooding. "For instance, in Nongsa Batam, then, at that point, in 

BSD Serpong there is likewise the Apple Academy which is the middle for new companies and 

computerized innovation improvement advancements.9 The organizer of the Ali Baba Group 

will fabricate the Jack Ma Institute of Entrepreneurs in Indonesia. Airlangga uncovered that the 

capability of the computerized economy will expand the additional worth of the public GDP 

by 150 billion US dollars by 2025. "This will be a chance for 17 million laborers who are not 

oblivious to advanced Innovation. What is more, this is the very thing we empower, so the 

computerized economy keeps on growing, with the goal that our small and medium industry 

players can get it.10 

 
6 Zainuri Ahmad, “Konversi Iain Menjadi Uin Di Era Globalisasi Perspektif Epistemologi Sains (Studi 

Analisis Desain Kurikulum UIN Raden Fatah Palembang),” ed. oleh Zainuri Ahmad (Ahmad Zainuri, 2019), 
http://repository.radenfatah.ac.id/5271/. 

7 Alfauzi Firdaus, “Pengaruh Layanan Electronic Payment Terhadap Kinerja Perbankan Indonesia,” 26 
Agustus 2019, http://repository.unej.ac.id/xmlui/handle/123456789/92160. 

8 Sisca dkk., E-Business: Inovasi di Era Digital (Media Sains Indonesia, 2022). 
9 Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (Random House Publishing Group, 2022). Alvin Toffler, The Third Wave: The 

Classic Study of Tomorrow (Random House Publishing Group, 2022). 
10 A. G. Aganbegyan, “Social and Economic Development of Russia: An Analysis and a Forecast,” Studies on 

Russian Economic Development 25, no. 4 (1 Juli 2014): 319–28, https://doi.org/10.1134/S1075700714040029. 
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Confronting the computerized time, Universities, both public and private and same, 

should keep on improving to have the option to contend because soon, Universities in 

Indonesia will rival unfamiliar colleges in Indonesia.11 The government has generally said this; 

college pioneers should uphold advancement to confront worldwide changes and address the 

issues of creative, imaginative, and severe Indonesian assets. As indicated by Minister Nasir, a 

few positions will be wiped out in this computerized economy period and supplanted with new 

fields later on. For instance, bookkeepers will be gradually deserted, supplanted by PCs. Along 

these lines, colleges should have the option to get ready understudies studying bookkeeping to 

confront changes in this computerized time, to be specific, by improving showing materials by 

adding coding to understudies studying bookkeeping. "We instruct bookkeeping understudies; 

perhaps their job will be taken over by PCs later on, so understudies presently need to dominate 

coding.12 

Similarly, as Indrawati & Kuncoro,13 said that Indonesian colleges would want to 

contend worldwide by proceeding to think innovatively and improve. Then, at that point, 

Indonesia will want to turn into a victor among different nations because the triumphant nation 

is a country that keeps on developing. "We need to focus on that the country that wins is not 

guaranteed to be an enormous populace and a rich country. Nations that have developments 

will be victors in worldwide contests. 

 

METHOD 

In this section of the method and material, the author will explain how this situation is 

carried out from the data collection method, analysis to final reporting.14 When entering the all-

digital era, the younger generation must have high creativity because creativity will undoubtedly 

give birth to innovations that must start in universities. After all, currently, the students are 

millennials whose jobs are related to technology.15 For this reason, we have obtained relevant 

documents and literature for our analysis to be discussed in the explanation because it is 

essential for creativity to lead to Innovation among students as the millennial generation. We 

searched the data electronically by visiting several well-known publications that actively discuss 

issues of creativity and technology towards Innovation, especially among millennials with high 

bandages.16 

After getting the data and information needed, the next effort is to examine it using a 

phenomenological approach, which is tested to understand something phenomenal from the 

 
11 Lee G. Bolman dan Terrence E. Deal, Reframing Organizations: Artistry, Choice, and Leadership (John Wiley & 

Sons, 2017). 
12 Ramesh Chand Sharma, “A Comparative Study of some Traditional and Modern Methods of Teaching 

Learning Process,” International Journal on Arts, Management and Humanities 7, no. 1 (2018): 113–20. 
13 Sri Mulyani Indrawati dan Ari Kuncoro, “Improving Competitiveness Through Vocational and Higher 

Education: Indonesia’s Vision For Human Capital Development In 2019–2024,” Bulletin of Indonesian Economic 
Studies 57, no. 1 (2 Januari 2021): 29–59, https://doi.org/10.1080/00074918.2021.1909692. 

14 Matthew B. Miles, A. Michael Huberman, dan Johnny Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis: A Methods 
Sourcebook (SAGE Publications, 2018). 

15 Bruce W. Tuckman dan Brian E. Harper, Conducting Educational Research (Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 
2012). 

16 John Boulmetis dan Phyllis Dutwin, The ABCs of Evaluation: Timeless Techniques for Program and Project Managers 
(John Wiley & Sons, 2014). 
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existing data. Then we coded the data, evaluated the interval data, integrated the data, and 

looked for the relevant data for the problem validly and convincingly. This data is entirely 

secondary in the form of evidence of scientific studies in the field that we have tested have high 

quality and human resources so that they make the findings a new input in the development of 

science, technology, and Innovation for the younger generation of Indonesia.17 By searching 

electronically, of course, we use keywords such as the importance of high creativity towards 

digital Innovation and applications to improve the education of the millennial generation. We 

are looking for this study, we will not discuss it, and we will report it in a descriptive qualitative 

design on previous activities close to the data review. Thus, among others, the description of 

the phase we carried out in this study starts from the beginning of the reform of the problem 

of searching and analyzing data and Raya reporting in the form of paper.18 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Creativity and Innovation to improve HR 

Twenty to thirty-year-olds and schooling are two distinct ideas, yet they have 

interrelationships that impact one another. In this star grouping of composing, the millennial 

age generally develops and creates through schooling, so training becomes a vehicle for 

improving the millennial age.19 Hence, schooling requires able HR as resources for the millennial 

age advancement process prepared for issues and difficulties; skillful HR is accomplished 

through improved interaction. Accordingly, HR is a significant piece of the instructive 

advancement process for the millennial age. Training is a framework comprising practically 

interrelated parts to accomplish value instruction. There are four primary parts of instruction: 

HR, reserves, offices, foundation, and strategies. The HR part can be an essential part because 

quality HR can use different parts, so the adequacy and effectiveness of instruction can be 

accomplished.20 Where quality HR can be accomplished by creating HR, moreover, Effendi,21 

proposes that advancement is a work to work on the specialized, hypothetical, applied, and 

moral capacities of representatives as per the requirements of the gig/position through 

schooling and preparing.  

 
17 Adrian Ritz, Gene A. Brewer, dan Oliver Neumann, “Public Service Motivation: A Systematic Literature 

Review and Outlook,” Public Administration Review 76, no. 3 (2016): 414–26, https://doi.org/10.1111/puar.12505. 
18 Caroline Paskarina, “The making of competitive bureaucracy: A case of bureaucratic reform in West Java 

province,” ed. oleh Shang Ha, Cogent Social Sciences 3, no. 1 (1 Januari 2017): 1273748, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/23311886.2016.1273748. 

19 Samuel Ogbeibu dkk., “Technological Turbulence and Greening of Team Creativity, Product Innovation, 
and Human Resource Management: Implications for Sustainability,” Journal of Cleaner Production 244 (20 Januari 
2020): 118703, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2019.118703. Purniadi Putra dkk., “Etnopedagogic Studies In 

Character Education In The Millinneal Era: Case Study MIN 1 SAMBAS,” Al-Bidayah : Jurnal Pendidikan Dasar 
Islam 12, no. 2 (2020): 237–52, https://doi.org/10.14421/al-bidayah.v12i2.547. 

20 Sri Harini, Dwi Gemina, dan Erni Yuningsih, “Leveraging SMEs Performance of Sustainability: Creativity 
and Innovation Based on HR Competency and Market Potential in the Era of IR 4.0,” International Journal of 
Entrepreneurship, 2020. 

21 Muhammad Haris Effendi-Hasibuan dkk., “The Inquiry-Based Teaching Instruction (IbTI) in Indonesian 
Secondary Education: What Makes Science Teachers Successful Enact the Curriculum?,” Journal of Turkish Science 
Education 16, no. 1 (15 Maret 2019): 18–33. 
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In the interim, as indicated by Kolb & Kolb,22 schooling and preparing are equivalent 

to advancement, which is a course of further developing work abilities, both in fact and 

authoritatively. Schooling is arranged to hypothesis and endures quite a while, while preparing 

is situated to rehearse with a somewhat brief time frame. Training is a cognizant and arranged 

work to make a learning climate and learning process, so understudies effectively foster their 

capability to have strict otherworldly strength, discretion, character, knowledge, respectable 

person, and abilities required without anyone else in society and country. In the meantime, 

preparing is verifiably a piece of schooling. HR is an incorporated capacity of the singular's 

reasoning and actual power.23 

Moreover, it makes sense that speculation power is the insight conceived while abilities 

are gained from instructive endeavors. Actual power is the strength and perseverance of an 

individual to take care of business or complete the undertakings he is allowed. In this way, HR 

in the instruction field are helpful abilities moved by instructive staff in completing their 

obligations. As teachers, we should have an obligation to rejuvenate them later on and set up 

our understudies with future abilities where the Digital Revolution arose by stressing the 

reestablishment of all Innovation, including through the computerized economy design, 

financial digitization, artificial brainpower (artificial reasoning), enormous (information for a 

vast scope), mechanical (involving robots as labor force). The millennial age is firmly connected 

with the Industrial Revolution 4.0 or the fourth Generation Industrial Revolution.24 

This insurgency centers around the example of digitization and mechanization in all 

parts of human existence. Many gatherings do not know about these changes, particularly 

among teachers, even though these are today's difficulties for the young or millennial age. Also, 

these days the millennial age has its difficulties confronting the period of the Digital modern 

insurgency (society 5.0 and the industrial revolution 4.0). The mechanical transformation is at 

today's top with the introduction of advanced Innovation, which enormously affects human 

existence all over the planet. The most recent modern insurgency or fourth era empowers 

mechanization frameworks inactivity of any kind cycles. The inexorably gigantic web innovation 

has not just been associated with a considerable number of individuals all over the planet but 

has also turned into the reason for online exchange and transportation exchanges. The rise of 

online transportation organizations, for example, Gojek, Uber, and Grab shows the mix of 

human exercises with data innovation, and the economy is expanding. The improvement of 

independent vehicle innovation (vehicle without a driver), drones, virtual entertainment 

applications, biotechnology, and nanotechnology progressively underlines that the world and 

human existence have changed.25 

 

 
22 Alice Y. Kolb dan David A. Kolb, “Learning Styles and Learning Spaces: Enhancing Experiential Learning 

in Higher Education,” Academy of Management Learning & Education 4, no. 2 (Juni 2005): 193–212, 
https://doi.org/10.5465/amle.2005.17268566. 

23 Koshish Jyoti, “Green HRM –People Management Commitment to Environmental Sustainability,” SSRN 
Scholarly Paper (Rochester, NY: Social Science Research Network, 6 Januari 2019), 
https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3323800. 

24 Mark Skilton dan Felix Hovsepian, The 4th Industrial Revolution (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 
2018), https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-62479-2. 

25 Eddy Yunus dkk., “The effectiveness marketing strategy for ride-sharing transportation: Intersecting social 
media, technology, and innovation,” Entrepreneurship and Sustainability Issues 7, no. 2 (2019): 1424. 
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Innovativeness Towards millennial development 

Many individuals allude to the present youngsters as the millennial age. This age was 

brought into the world after the time of Generation X, or to be exact, the scope 1980 to the 

2000s. So it very well may be assessed that the millennial age has an age scope of 17 to 37 years. 

Around 80 million individuals mature between 17 and 37 years in Indonesia alone.26 This 

number is highly enormous and critical, considering that the number of millennials age 

inhabitants covers 30% of the complete populace in Indonesia. Given different investigations 

and exploration that have been completed on the millennial age, it is observed that there are 

numerous distinctions between this age and more seasoned ages, like the quiet age, the boomer 

age, and the X age. These distinctions should be visible in the picture beneath. From the image 

above, it is realized that the millennial age is exceptionally near Innovation. The existence of 

this age cannot be isolated from Innovation and the web, as opposed to Generation X, where 

the impact of Innovation has not been as noticeable as it seems to be today. The millennial age 

was conceived when cellphones and web-based entertainment started appearing in Indonesia, 

so this age is usually more innovatively proficient than past ages. Likewise, there are contrasts 

between the millennial age and past ages, which are connected with social issues/day-to-day 

ways of life. There is an inclination that the millennial age likes to stand by listening to music 

and spend time with companions. So it is not is business as usual that numerous bistros or other 

home base spots are packed with youngsters these days since that is their public activity.27 

Notwithstanding the attributes depicted over, the millennial age has a more open-

minded nature towards one another. This is affected by the undeniably quick progression of 

globalization, where youngsters today can communicate with people from different regions of 

the planet.28 The progression of globalization has prevailed regarding making more extensive 

immediate and roundabout communications between individuals who know no limits between 

one nation and another. Globalization has made the millennial age more open to contrasts; their 

variety of knowledge has likewise increased, bringing about a genuinely high capacity to bear 

this age. Indeed, assuming people take a gander at the different qualities of the millennial age, 

it appears to be that the existence of this age is genuinely ensured and fun. How not? Fast 

mechanical advances, compelling life, and the improvement of telecom devices have helped 

them carry on with their regular routines.29 

Notwithstanding, we frequently do not understand that this world is progressively awful 

and loaded with new difficulties that should be confronted. The high degree of portability 

between nations because of globalization and the foundation of the ASEAN Economic 

Community in 2015 has made the opposition to get by in this world significantly harder. Also, 

the rising expansion rate that keeps on happening from one year to another makes the costs of 

necessities more costly and hard to reach. As the country's future, the millennial age in 

 
26 Jewon Lyu, Kim Hahn, dan Amrut Sadachar, “Understanding Millennial Consumer’s Adoption of 3D 

Printed Fashion Products by Exploring Personal Values and Innovativeness,” Fashion and Textiles 5, no. 1 (7 Mei 
2018): 11, https://doi.org/10.1186/s40691-017-0119-8. 

27 Jeff Fromm dan Angie Read, Marketing to Gen Z: The Rules for Reaching This Vast--and Very Different--Generation 
of Influencers (AMACOM, 2018). 

28 Geoffrey Pleyers, Alter-Globalization: Becoming Actors in a Global Age (Polity, 2010). 
29 Rita Gunther McGrath, The End of Competitive Advantage: How to Keep Your Strategy Moving as Fast as Your 

Business (Harvard Business Review Press, 2013). 
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Indonesia should not lose in rivalry with youngsters from different nations. Advanced education 

alone is not sufficient; youthful Indonesians today should be outfitted with different encounters 

and extraordinary delicate abilities. Indeed, being an imaginative, dynamic, and inventive 

individual must unquestionably be had in the spirit of youngsters. That is the fundamental 

prerequisite for the millennial age to have the option to contend and confront different 

difficulties in this undeniably powerful world.30 Then, how would we become inventive, 

dynamic, and creative millennial ages in the present current period? All right, to become 

inventive, dynamic, and imaginative youngsters today, we want to become accustomed to doing 

the accompanying exercises/ways of life in our lives: 

Regularly perusing books is strongly suggested for the present millennial age, 

particularly youngsters' advantage in perusing in Indonesia is still meager. In light of an 

examination led by Most Littered Nation In the World 2016, out of an aggregate of 61 nations, 

interest in perusing in Indonesia is positioned at 60. This is undoubtedly a typical concern, 

although the understanding acquired becomes more extensive by perusing books consistently, 

and it will animate the capacity to think innovatively. Assuming it is challenging to begin the 

propensity for understanding books, we can pick straightforward books first, for example, 

books or youth magazines, to become acclimated to them more.31 Using the Internet and Social 

Media Wisely: It is irrefutable that improving Innovation and the web can adversely affect 

youngsters. If we are not cautious in utilizing it, we as youngsters can fall into negative things, 

such as visiting obscene destinations, opening radicalism locales, or picking out companions 

and networks incorrectly on the web.32 The millennial age should likewise be insightful in 

utilizing their online entertainment. Try not to allow virtual entertainment to turn into a way to 

swear and cut down one another or to spread deceptive data. In this manner, as the country's 

cutting edge, we should accept the positive effect. We can utilize the web to look for innovative 

thoughts on Google, attempt to compose articles on Kompasiana, see creative instructional 

exercises on Youtube, make fascinating photographs to show on Instagram or Facebook, share 

valuable information on Twitter, and significantly more. Fundamentally, the excellent effect of 

mechanical advancement will be felt when we additionally use it decidedly. 

Be open to new experiences: In an undeniably powerful and current world like today, 

we as need might arise to become acclimated to being available to new encounters. We can 

participate in different exercises that benefit us, like joining social associations, chipping in for 

poor people, or partaking in rivalries. These exercises can prepare us to think more inventively 

and move more effectively. Goodness indeed; other than that, we can become acclimated to 

being more responsive and disparaging of the issues around us.33 

 
 

 
30 Erik Brynjolfsson dan Andrew McAfee, Race Against the Machine: How the Digital Revolution Is Accelerating 

Innovation, Driving Productivity, and Irreversibly Transforming Employment and the Economy (Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 
2011). 

31 Roy Wallis, The Elementary Forms of the New Religious Life (Routledge, 2019). 
32 Mellick J. Chehade dkk., “Innovations to Improve Access to Musculoskeletal Care,” Best Practice & Research 

Clinical Rheumatology, Bone and Joint Health - the Future, 34, no. 5 (1 Oktober 2020): 101559, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.berh.2020.101559. 

33 David J. Rothman, ed., Conscience and Convenience: The Asylum and Its Alternatives in Progressive America, 2 ed. 
(New York: Routledge, 2017), https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315080581. 
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Building Ideas and Visions for the Future 

The following thing youngsters can do is attempt to foster imaginative thoughts that are 

to them. We can begin with straightforward thoughts first. Who knows, from such a primary 

thought, we can shape another startup that can tackle the issues that exist around us and open 

up new positions open doors for the local area. As well as attempting to foster the thoughts 

that are to us, the millennial age should likewise have a dream in their lives. This vision should 

be clear and sensible. Try not to let us, as the up and coming age of the country, not have 

dreams and beliefs that make us live without targets and objectives.34 

Exercise determinedly and become accustomed to starting right on time: It might 

appear to be paltry. However, these two exercises decidedly affect assisting us in becoming 

more dynamic, inventive, and imaginative youngsters. We have a ton of energy expected to 

expand our imagination by tenaciously working out. Also, we become more excited and try not 

to feel sluggish (lethargic to move). In any event, getting up right on time, this propensity will 

assist our cerebrums with becoming fresher so they can concoct imaginative thoughts. By 

starting ahead of schedule, we have more opportunities to be positive and foster the thoughts 

that are on our psyches.35 

In this way, those were the exercises that we can do as youngsters today to work on 

being an imaginative, dynamic, and inventive age. We are equivalent to the millennial age, near 

Innovation, and like to confront new difficulties. Composing articles on Kompasiana like this 

one will be one of the ways of preparing and working on inventiveness. Goodness better 

believes it. Frankly, we frequently felt exhausted and languid to rise and shine early, read books 

routinely, practice persistently, or be apathetic to composing articles, remembering for 

Kompasiana. Be that as it may, on account of mom's Eucalyptus Aroma, life has become more 

energetic and dynamic. The fragrance that we know makes the body and psyche new once more. 

We want to proceed to compose this blog webpage endlessly. Presently we are likewise more 

industrious in practicing and perusing books consistently. Kayu Putih Aroma has been 

demonstrated to be of good quality and ready to make the glow and newness that we have 

generally required to have been an imaginative youngster today.36 

 
Digital applications are used widely in higher education. 

In this challenging period, different foundations, including colleges, should do 

computerized change with the goal that they are not abandoned. The digitization of advanced 

education will likewise influence the number of new understudy candidates applying to 

advanced education.37 The digitization of advanced education will likewise work with the 

ground's local area differently. Hence, the college should have digitized its grounds to increment 

 
34 Yasmin B. Kafai, Minds in Play: Computer Game Design As A Context for Children’s Learning (New York: 

Routledge, 1994), https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203052914. 
35 Rothman, Conscience and Convenience. 
36 Jennifer J. Deal, David G. Altman, dan Steven G. Rogelberg, “Millennials at Work: What We Know and 

What We Need to Do (If Anything),” Journal of Business and Psychology 25, no. 2 (1 Juni 2010): 191–99, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10869-010-9177-2. 

37 Mary R. Lea dan Sylvia Jones, “Digital literacies in higher education: exploring textual and technological 
practice,” Studies in Higher Education 36, no. 4 (1 Juni 2011): 377–93, https://doi.org/10.1080/03075071003664021. 
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productivity and support the nature of the grounds. The following are ten digitalization that 

grounds can do in a difficult time.  

Online recruitment websites. The leading development that colleges should digitize is 

the internet-based SPMB (New Student Admission System). Since the start, all that colleges 

have accomplished is the method of tolerating new understudies. Thus, the fans will be sure 

about the grounds on the off chance that the acknowledgment has been digitized from the 

beginning—the online installment framework.38 Many happen in different colleges 

encountering long lines when educational cost installments show up. Understudies need to get 

cash in front of the scholastic office. This is exceptionally wasteful and ok for understudies. 

Presently, assuming the grounds executes online installments, it is sure that understudies can be 

more agreeable and safe while making installments. Aside from enrolling new understudies, this 

web-based installment also enormously works with the ground's local area, particularly 

understudies, in taking care of educational cost bills, such as educational expenses, building 

charges, books, and others.39 

 
Computerized presence with QR-Code 

These days, the normal understudy now has a cell phone. Digitizing participation with 

QR-Code is genuinely reasonable to be applied. So understudies need to take out their 

cellphones and afterward examine the QR-Code disseminated by the speaker.40 Instructors 

likewise do not have to carry participation to the auditorium each time they educate, and every 

participant will be recorded straightforwardly into the Siakad framework so understudies can 

screen their participation continuously in class. How cool isn't it? Like the learning approach,  

E-learning would help if we were comfortable with e-learning or were often acquainted with 

web-based learning. With this e-learning, understudies can encounter learning with a more 

extravagant encounter and should be possible anyplace and whenever.41 

Grounds application in each understudy would need to know the most recent data from 

their grounds. Therefore, colleges ought to get ready grounds applications that can be utilized 

to screen understudy dashboards and refresh news from the concentrate on programs, scholarly 

offices, and colleges. With this data update, understudies miss no news. Grounds scholarly 

framework is the digitization that is no less significant than others is the digitization of the 

ground’s scholarly framework for sure we are frequently known as SIAKAD. With this Salad, 

the grounds can work with educational and non-scholarly information administration. With 

Salad, it likewise helps colleges detail their scholarly information to the public authority 

 
38 Manap Somantri et Al, “The Implementation of E-Management Overview in Higher Education,” Turkish 

Journal of Computer and Mathematics Education (TURCOMAT) 12, no. 6 (5 April 2021): 1581–94, 
https://doi.org/10.17762/turcomat.v12i6.2734. 

39 Fatima Shehu Kabir dan Abdullahi Tukur Kadage, “ICTS And Educational Development: The Utilization 
Of Mobile Phones In Distance Education In Nigeria,” Turkish Online Journal of Distance Education 18, no. 1 (1 Januari 
2017): 63–76, https://doi.org/10.17718/tojde.285716. 

40 Luiz F. F. Belussi dan Nina S. T. Hirata, “Fast Component-Based QR Code Detection in Arbitrarily 
Acquired Images,” Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision 45, no. 3 (1 Maret 2013): 277–92, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10851-012-0355-x. 

41 Belussi dan Hirata. 
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(PDDIKTI) and as large information for settling on nearby development.5. Grounds 

Application.42 

 

Work fair and profession focus framework. 

One thing that should be given by the grounds to guarantee that graduated class land 

positions is occupation fairs and profession focuses. Indeed, the internet-based work fair 

framework will simplify looking for a job. Similar to the Grounds improvement dashboard, 

One of the fundamental developments that affect understudies' scholastic wellbeing is the 

presence of a dashboard that can show understudy status, diagrams that show patterns in 

accomplishment in school, to forecasts of their respective graduations.43 This data dashboard 

helps understudies arrange their talks for the following semester and E-endorsement for 

understudy exercises. For what reason is this e-endorsement significant? We can envision the 

grounds holding a public class including 1000 members; printing a testament would be a tiring 

position. Indeed, with an e-testament framework that is associated with Student exercises. 

Likewise, each authentication will be sent straightforwardly to every understudy member's email 

and coordinated with the Certificate of Companion Diploma (SKPI) in the scholarly data 

framework. The testament can be approved for validity through the QR Code remembered for 

the authentication.44 No less significant is the grounds monetary framework because numerous 

colleges oversee grounds funds physically; countless such issues happen, like mistakes in 

computations and simply deciding. Therefore, colleges genuinely should digitize the ground's 

monetary framework. Those are a few digitizations that colleges should finish so they are not 

disintegrated by the times and make it simpler for the local area. How are grounds prepared to 

turn into advanced-based brilliant grounds? How about we change into a savvy ground with 

siAkadcloud.com. 

 
Millennial age innovativeness schooling 

Alongside the advancement of human civilization in the requests for modernization and 

globalization, quality instruction is a need to get by. Instruction plays a vital part in the existence 

of the country and state, particularly in making quality HR. Training is a component of essential 

requirements since, through instruction, individuals' government assistance can be moved 

along. This is not because schooling will influence efficiency but also the local area's capacity. 

Through schooling, the labor force will not just be wealthy in hypothetical information, yet in 

addition functional, the dominance of Innovation, extraordinary abilities, and character can be 

made. Each nation needs to get the title with the best instruction, including our nation, 

Indonesia. Be that as it may, until further notice Finland is a country with the most noteworthy 

 
42 Harris M. Cooper, The Battle Over Homework: Common Ground for Administrators, Teachers, and Parents (Simon 

and Schuster, 2015). 
43 Bruce Johnson dkk., “Promoting early career teacher resilience: a framework for understanding and acting,” 

Teachers and Teaching 20, no. 5 (3 September 2014): 530–46, https://doi.org/10.1080/13540602.2014.937957. 
44 Johnson dkk. 
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instructive license. Nations with the best training are viewed as evolved nations. Since the nature 

of schooling is generally excellent will influence the nature of Human.45 

Indonesia has numerous far-off regions that make schooling and qualification in 

Indonesia not equally disseminated. There is an enormous hole between training in 

metropolitan and rustic regions. This is because of a few variables, for example, the trouble of 

getting to the area, the absence of instructors, individuals exiting school, and the low degree of 

public consciousness of the significance of training. The trouble of admittance to far-off regions 

has likewise brought about the absence of appropriate school building development. Agreeable 

and safe learning offices for understudies are also one of the learning system's main things. 

Subsequently, understudies from distant regions are compelled to concentrate in school 

structures lacking offices.46 

Moreover, the instruction acquired by the local area is still less pertinent in the realm of 

work. As we probably are aware, everybody has various abilities. Be that as it may, in Indonesia, 

understudies are expected to advance all examples from fundamental illustrations, specialization 

illustrations, craftsmanship examples, actual wellbeing or sports, and business venture 

illustrations. This causes understudies to feel compelled because understudies are expected to 

get passing marks in each subject. The highly lengthy review hours additionally make the 

understudies discouraged. Envision assuming that understudies enter school at 07.30 and leave 

school at 16.30 also, if understudies are expected to pick one of the dynamic exercises alongside 

extra examples. Understudies can return home until 17.30 yet need to do the tasks given by 

each subject instructor. This can cause understudies to be anxious.47 

To improve training in Indonesia, the public authority has begun to mind. This is 

confirmed by using state financial plan assets of 20% utilized for improvement in the instruction 

area. A few areas in Indonesia have likewise gotten free training. This is useful for individuals 

with the center to bring down monetary levels and changes the general visibility that instruction 

in Indonesia is just for the rich. Instructors who meet the capabilities of expert educators 

likewise get a stipend of two times the essential compensation. In 2018, the National 

Examination was additionally not a boundary for graduation. Furthermore, the Smart Indonesia 

Card program was additionally shaped for understudies from oppressed families who were 

anxious to study. Everything is finished by the public authority to propel the nature of training 

in Indonesia.48 

Millennial Generation's Efforts to Increase Creativity to Advance National Education 

incorporate the area of Innovation, one of which is Innovation. Endeavors that the millennial 

 
45 Annetta Gunawan, Brian Garda Muchardie, dan Karina Liawinardi, “Millennial Behavioral Intention To 

Adopt E-Book Using Utaut2 Model,” dalam 2019 International Conference on Information Management and Technology 
(ICIMTech), vol. 1, 2019, 98–102, https://doi.org/10.1109/ICIMTech.2019.8843826. 

46 Jacqueline K. Eastman dkk., “The Role of Involvement on Millennials’ Mobile Technology Behaviors: The 
Moderating Impact of Status Consumption, Innovation, and Opinion Leadership,” Journal of Marketing Theory and 
Practice 22, no. 4 (1 Oktober 2014): 455–70, https://doi.org/10.2753/MTP1069-6679220407. 

47 Amat Suroso dkk., “Challenges and Opportunities towards an Islamic Cultured Generation: Socio-Cultural 
Analysis,” Linguistics and Culture Review 5, no. 1 (28 Juni 2021): 180–94, 
https://doi.org/10.37028/lingcure.v5n1.1203. 

48 Cleopatra Veloutsou dan Alan McAlonan, “Loyalty and or disloyalty to a search engine: the case of young 
Millennials,” ed. oleh Dennis Pitta, Journal of Consumer Marketing 29, no. 2 (1 Januari 2012): 125–35, 
https://doi.org/10.1108/07363761211206375. 
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age can make in Innovation are making web-based learning applications sure we can call internet 

mentoring.49 With web-based coaching, learning becomes more enjoyable and can be gotten 

anywhere. Internet mentoring is also truly reasonable because it does not need homerooms and 

electronic gadgets that help understudy learning, for example, cooling and other functional 

expenses. With web-based coaching, learning can likewise be more straightforward because, in 

the learning recordings, there are additionally intriguing movements, so understudies do not get 

exhausted. Learning with energized recordings is likewise more obvious or retained because it 

includes the right mind in processing the material, and recordings can likewise be rehashed 

whenever and anyplace.50 

Instruction is a boundary of the degree of value HR as the principal resource in 

propelling a country and state. Schooling is drawn-out speculation for a nation and an award 

for each individual who has it. Endeavors to propel public instruction in Indonesia keep on 

being done by both the public authority and the school. Be that as it may, we as twenty to thirty-

year-olds should likewise add to our dearest country. A portion of the things we can do resemble 

making internet learning applications for twenty to thirty-year-olds who are great at science and 

Innovation, presenting neighborhood culture through virtual entertainment for recent college 

grads who are great at expressions and culture, and holding inspirational courses for other recent 

college grads, so they get new science. We should build our imagination as twenty to thirty-year-

olds to propel the degree of schooling in Indonesia so that Indonesia can venture into a created 

country.51 

 
Innovativeness towards development in the millennial age period 

Not a couple of individuals have the assessment that imagination is more significant 

than shrewd. In observing answers to the difficulties and issues of intricate life, inventive novel 

thoughts and imagination are expected to respond to them. Innovative reasoning is a creative, 

however sane capacity. Alongside the improvement of Innovation and science in an undeniably 

short life, instructive organizations as the initiate in delivering inventive understudies are 

supposed to have the option to answer. Long-life schooling, a learning process that endures 

forever for each person, is the fundamental significance of creative learning. The innovative 

training model ought to be applied in instructive establishments because, fundamentally, the 

execution of long-life schooling can show social shifts in a superior course full of feeling, mental 

and psychomotor.52 

Innovative learning models in instructive organizations can be executed assuming that 

the heads of instructive foundations and instructors are incorporated to help the program. 

 
49 Melinda Lester, A study of the innovation, creativity, and leadership skills associated with the college-level millennial 

generation (Pepperdine University, 2011). 
50 Antonina Bauman dan Carol Lucy, “Enhancing Entrepreneurial Education: Developing Competencies for 

Success,” The International Journal of Management Education 19, no. 1 (1 Maret 2021): 100293, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijme.2019.03.005. 

51 Dianna L. Stone dan Diana L. Deadrick, “Challenges and Opportunities Affecting the Future of Human 
Resource Management,” Human Resource Management Review, Human Resource Management: Past, Present and 
Future - Volume 2, 25, no. 2 (1 Juni 2015): 139–45, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.hrmr.2015.01.003. 

52 Asta Savanevičienė, Gita Statnickė, dan Sigitas Vaitkevičius, “Individual Innovativeness of Different 
Generations in the Context of the Forthcoming Society 5.0 in Lithuania,” Engineering Economics 30, no. 2 (29 April 
2019): 211–22, https://doi.org/10.5755/j01.ee.30.2.22760. 
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Heads of instructive foundations should allow instructors, understudies, and other school 

individuals to communicate their imagination. Educators are supposed to get some margin to 

add understanding so they have numerous developments that can be carried out in instructing 

and learning exercises. Instructors should likewise make an educating and learning adaptable air 

and fun since understudies have various skills and characters yet are directed by their learning 

targets. Educators are supposed to have the option to assemble lovely connections and have 

the option to foster dissimilar reasoning in understudies.53 

Imaginative understudies' characters are appeared in mentalities or characters, for 

example, being adaptable, open, needing to have a go at something, industriousness, having the 

option to portray thoughts, and having the option to know themselves practically. Innovative 

learning and innovative advancement fundamentally incorporate every one of the attributes of 

good learning, for example, high inspiration and assumptions, the capacity to convey and tune 

in, the capacity to stir energy for learning, motivational, logical, and constructivist. Imaginative 

understudies can be delivered through inventive educators, and innovative instructors can be 

delivered through imaginative chiefs. Imaginative understudies are significant resources for their 

lives and other people.54 

 
Millennial HR among imagination and development 

The quality HR requires gotten through a cycle, so an instruction and preparation 

program is expected to get ready and foster the nature of HR as per social change. As indicated 

by Tilaar,55 there are three requests for HR in instruction in the period of globalization, 

specifically: prevalent HR, HR who proceed to learn, and HR that have native qualities.56 The 

satisfaction of these three requests can be accomplished through human asset improvement. 

With an end goal to foster HR, it ought to be founded on the rule of further developing work 

quality and capacity. There are a few targets of human asset advancement, including (1) further 

developing ability thoughtfully and in fact; (2) increment work efficiency; (3) further developing 

productivity and viability; (4) developing work status and profession; (5) develop 

administrations to clients; (6) further develop moral-moral; and (7) further develop government 

assistance. Given Ningrum,57 story, there are two kinds of human asset improvement: formal 

and casual human asset advancement.58 First, formal human asset advancement, specifically HR 

appointed by the establishment to go to instruction or preparation, whether completed by the 

 
53 Jingting Liu dkk., “The New Generation of Millennial Entrepreneurs: A Review and Call for Research,” 

International Business Review 28, no. 5 (1 Oktober 2019): 101581, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ibusrev.2019.05.001. 
54 Alissa E. Harrison, “Exploring millennial leadership development: An evidence assessment of information 

communication technology and reverse mentoring competencies,” Case Studies in Business and Management 4, no. 1 
(2017): 25. 

55 Henry Alexis Rudolf Tilaar, Beberapa agenda reformasi pendidikan nasional dalam perspektif abad 21 
(IndonesiaTera, 1998). 

56 Chip Espinoza dan Mick Ukleja, Managing the Millennials: Discover the Core Competencies for Managing Today’s 
Workforce (John Wiley & Sons, 2016). 

57 Epon Ningrum, “Pengembangan Sumber Daya Manusia Bidang Pendidikan,” Jurnal Geografi Gea 9, no. 1 
(2009), https://doi.org/10.17509/gea.v9i1.1681. 

58 Namita Ruparel, Rajneesh Choubisa, dan Himanshu Seth, “Imagining positive workplaces: extrapolating 
relationships between job crafting, mental toughness and authentic happiness in millennial employees,” Management 
Research Review ahead-of-print, no. ahead-of-print (1 Januari 2022), https://doi.org/10.1108/MRR-01-2021-0083. 
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organization or the preparation foundation. Human asset improvement is officially completed, 

given current and future assignments.59 

Inventive HR is not just restricted to the capacity to do work as per their obligations, 

but the capacity to find and utilize better approaches to follow through with these jobs. 

Persistence and tirelessness in doing undertakings can deliver transitory accomplishments while 

being determined and diligent in imaginative reasoning will bring about manageable execution. 

One of the qualities of imaginative HR is that they are not happy with what they have done and 

delivered. However, they are interested in their presentation. Inventive HR must be delivered 

through the most common way of creating imaginative reasoning abilities. This implies that HR 

who have serious power should have scholarly knowledge and numerous options in picking and 

deciding the correct methodology. Utilitarian skill Competence is a singular's capacity to do his 

calling. The ability is an information framework comprising theoretical information, technical 

information, determination information, and information on use.60 

If this information is completed all the while, the advantages can be felt both by the 

individual concerned and by the local area.61 Skills at the initial three levels, precisely the 

capacity: theoretical, specialized, and choosing, are expected capabilities. In the meantime, 

capability at the application level is on schedule and track; that is practical ability. Practical skills 

will show their viability when HR has inspiration, mainly natural and outward inspiration. 

Inborn inspiration is firmly connected with a hard-working attitude, while outward inspiration 

can emerge from associates, organizations, and society. HR who have functional capability are 

the people who can use their actual capacity (likely skill) that is contributed (the capacity to 

apply fittingly) in completing their obligations or calling. Therefore, improving HR in schooling 

by giving inspiration is one of the techniques that can be picked. The inspiration might be 

position or pay, indicating that human asset improvement and developing professional 

capacities likewise expand position and pay.62  

The upside of participatory HR greatness is quality HR with more capacities contrasted 

with others. They can foster their actual capacity and different assets as ideally as could be 

expected. With these capacities, prevalent HR can accomplish accomplishments for themselves, 

establishments, country, and state.63 The people who enjoy the benefit can get by in serious life 

since they have numerous options and the knowledge to pursue the ideal choices. There are 

two kinds of predominant HR, to be specific: individualistic greatness and participatory 

greatness. Individualistic unrivaled HR are the people who utilize their capacities for individual 

 
59 Chuangang Hu dkk., “High-Performance, Long-Life, Rechargeable Li–CO2 Batteries Based on a 3D Holey 

Graphene Cathode Implanted with Single Iron Atoms,” Advanced Materials 32, no. 16 (2020): 1907436, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.201907436. 

60 Markus Baer, “Putting Creativity to Work: The Implementation of Creative Ideas in Organizations,” 
Academy of Management Journal, 7 Mei 2012, https://doi.org/10.5465/amj.2009.0470. 

61 Judith Bell dan Stephen Waters, EBOOK: DOING YOUR RESEARCH PROJECT: A GUIDE FOR 
FIRST-TIME RESEARCHERS (McGraw-Hill Education (UK), 2018). 

62 Mario J. Donate dkk., “Total quality management and high-performance work systems for social capital 
development: Effects on company innovation capabilities,” Journal of Intellectual Capital 21, no. 1 (1 Januari 2020): 
87–114, https://doi.org/10.1108/JIC-07-2018-0116. 

63 Dilip Subramanian dan Bénédicte Zimmermann, “Voice in French Corporate Training: A Critical Issue in 
Developing Employee Capability,” Economic and Industrial Democracy 41, no. 2 (1 Mei 2020): 296–322, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0143831X17704311. 
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addition. This is exceptionally hazardous because individualistic better HR can conceive an 

offspring than a homo homini lupus type human. In the interim, prevalent HR in a participatory 

way are the people who enjoy benefits in fostering their capability to take part throughout 

everyday life, both serious and agreeable and social fortitude. Subsequently, the advancement 

of HR in the field of instruction is a work to work on the nature of predominant participatory 

HR. Hence, the capacity to understand anyone at their core and scholarly insight must be 

coordinated since they will end up being a synergistic power in completing assignments.64 
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CONCLUSION  

Finally, we can summarize the essential points from information in some scientific 

studies that discuss innovation issues and Innovation towards success. By examining various 

data sources, We believe this has answered the question to the utmost of how the series involves 

international journals whose studies are very accurate. The most important thing we have 

mentioned is how creativity and Innovation improve human resources in universities. This 

finding is significant because Innovation will occur if we are students, so we do not recognize 

how creativity can encourage and innovate and improve quality. On the other hand, we also 

note that the desired human resources relying on their digital skills will get faster and instant 

results than manual and traditional education models. Then digital applications that have been 

tested are used at various universities, both national and international, all because of their ability 

 
64 Richard Sufo Kankeu dkk., “Governing Knowledge Transfer for Deforestation Monitoring: Insights from 

REDD+ Projects in the Congo Basin Region,” Forest Policy and Economics 111 (1 Februari 2020): 102081, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.forpol.2019.102081. 
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to innovate learning outcomes, especially with various applications that are used to assist the 

academic community in matters related to communication and information both in terms of 

learning and evaluation all lead to excellence in technology applications. Digital. Thus the data 

is analyzed by adhering to the conclusion that high Innovation by millennials or the only with 

high creativity will produce innovative and high-worthy works, namely being able to improve 

the quality and values of success in all educational contexts. 
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